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at least now you can watch the latest cover of famewhich shimmered and sparkled and enthused
right up until the end. i thought taste had taken it upon themselves to show and tell what taste
thought about each song. my opinion is that they are pretty bland and their blandness is never

revealed. the only thing that they did very well was to point out the “name artist” of the cover and,
in most cases, the group name. i’m pretty sure that taste doesn’t have the intention to make you
think that they are so great. this is something that is already evident in the taste “guide”, which is

their only new addition to their already amazing collection. in a sense, oldboy is a perfect remake for
the taste generation. it’s incredibly slow-paced and almost reclusive, as if it was created by a man

who is desperately fighting for attention. taste seems to have the same goal in mind when they
make their comics. they just need to create more controversy for their jokes and less controversy for
their content. the problem that taste has is that they are not entertaining. taste should go to clubs,

and go to clubs, and go to clubs. taste should go to the clubs, and go to the clubs, and go to the
clubs. that’s the only way to be entertained by taste. before the movie, he takes the money out of

his drawer, and seals it in a small envelope. he also writes a letter to se-yun, saying that he loves her
and apologizes for not contacting her. he realizes that it probably sounds like a really bad letter, so
he fills it with self-pity and excuses about his previous actions. he then leaves the envelope on the

desk, returns to the counter, and grabs the drugs from the drawer. he goes back to the letter, tears it
up, and then pours the drugs into the center of the envelope, making sure the letter is now gone. he

then sticks it in his pocket. he then goes back out into the night, and back to jin-ho's bedroom.
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i know it is bizarre to refer to a random korean scene as heist cinema, but the whole movie is weird
like that. the heist here is a fortuitous event that sets into motion a chain of events resulting in a

heap of pointless mayhem, a dramatic climax and two stories ranging from unbalanced to outright
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ridiculous. but these bizarre things go together like a bong-load of drugs, because the movie seems
to be saying (or maybe just thinking) that we get too much of a good thing by enjoying all the little
heists along the way. and before you go calling me a jagoff who just can't make up his mind, you
would need to look at the chinese box i came from and what it has taught me. sure, i grew up in

america, but i have all the same prejudices and biases as a korean who's grown up here, not in south
korea. the cultural dichotomy in comparison just shows the inherent cultural war between these two
worlds. people need to respect that, if only to avoid ending up in a similar situation. otherwise, we

are headed for an america v. south korea war. so, whaddaya know? i actually liked this movie! im a
sucker for the quick-on-its-feet action scenes and this one is not short of that. nor does it feel like a
science fiction or fantasy movie. it's just a riot. my only problem with it is that it plays it far too safe.
its comedic potential is limited by how much fun it was to watch the koreans make fights break out

like this was a professional wrestling event. thats not to say there isn't room for a little more pathos,
just that the setup got a little tedious after a while. i would have liked to see a scene where one of
the villains turns out to be a female-humanoid-predator (instead of just bitchy red-headed passive-
aggressive genius) where jin-ho and the other men have to race against time to outmaneuver her.
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